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The ongoing interest in creating a secure global quantum  
network culminated recently in the demonstration of transcon-
tinental quantum communication1. There is a pressing need to 
examine the properties attached to a quantum network archi-
tecture from multiple perspectives, including physics founda-
tions2, communication security3, the efficient use of resources 
and innovative technological applications4,5. Here, we present 
an experimental realization of a five-node quantum network, 
in which quantum sources at two nodes deliver entangled pho-
ton pairs to three measurement nodes. With relevant events 
between five nodes separated space-like, we demonstrate 
violation of the Bell inequality and bilocal inequality6, with 
the locality, measurement independence and quantum source 
independence loopholes closed simultaneously in a quantum 
network. This experimental realization may be valuable for 
the design and implementation of future quantum networks.

Quantum non-locality is incompatible with local realism7,8. 
Several recent Bell test experiments disproved (single) local hid-
den variable models by closing detection, locality and measurement 
independence loopholes simultaneously in a two-party configura-
tion9–12. Discussions of this may be further enriched when applied 
to a quantum network setting in terms of fundamental science13–16 
and realistic applications, as quantum non-locality is a rich resource 
for many information processing tasks, such as device-independent 
quantum information processing applications4,5.

Consider the simplest quantum network shown in Fig. 1, where 
source S1 distributes Bell state Φ∣ ⟩ = ∣ ∣ + ∣ ∣+ H H V V( )AB

1
2 A B A B  

between Alice and Bob and source S2 distributes Bell state 
Φ∣ ⟩ = ∣ ∣ + ∣ ∣

′ ′ ′
+ H H V V( )B C

1
2 B C B C  between Bob and Charlie, 

where |H〉 and |V〉 denote the horizontal and vertical polarization 
quantum states, respectively. Entanglement swapping is realized con-
ditioning on the Bell state measurement (BSM) by Bob. The particles  
held by Alice and Charlie have never interacted before becoming 
entangled17. Note that the recent loophole-free experimental realiza-
tions of violating the Bell inequality exclude any hidden variables that  
may have been created along with the birth of the entangled photons 
state used in the tests10,11. We adopt this assumption in our experi-
ment. As shown in Fig. 1, the two-state creation events at the two 
sources are independent of one another and the respective quantum 
state measurement events. Each state creation event is independently  

assigned a local hidden variable to carry the exact state information; 
that is, λ1 is created in source S1 and passed to Alice and Bob, and λ2 
is created in source S2 and passed to Bob and Charlie. According to 
local hidden variable theories, the measurement outcomes a, b and 
c of Alice, Bob and Charlie at the three nodes are (statistically) pre-
determined for measurement setting choices x, y, z and local hidden  
variables λ1 and λ2, respectively, such that a = a(x, λ1), b = b(y, λ1, λ2)  
and c = c(z, λ2). The tripartite probability distribution under the bilocal  
hidden variable assumption can be given by

∫ λ λ ρ λ λ λ λ λ λ

∣ =

∣ ∣ ∣

P a b c x y z

P a x P b y P c z

( , , , , )

d d ( , ) ( , ) ( , , ) ( , )
(1)

1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2

where P(a|x, λ1), P(b|y, λ1, λ2) and P(c|z, λ2) are the probabilities of 
local measurements at the three nodes, respectively. The indepen-
dent sources and locality condition require the probability distribu-
tion of local hidden variables to be factorable, ρ(λ1, λ2) = ρ(λ1)ρ(λ2) 
with ∫ λ ρ λ =d ( ) 11 1  and ∫ λ ρ λ =d ( ) 12 2 . Others have shown that the 
bilocal hidden variable model sets a constraint to the joint measure-
ment6,8, which appears in the form of

B = ∣ ∣ + ∣ ∣I J (2)

where I and J are linear combinations of tripartite probability dis-
tributions (see Methods for their definitions). B > 1 indicates the  
rejection of bilocal models.
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Fig. 1 | Space–time diagram of the simplest quantum network. The 
network has two sources distributing entanglement to three nodes, with 
the shaded areas indicating light cones.
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Loophole-free violation of the Bell inequality for a two-party 
system is a formidable task in experimental physics, and was only 
accomplished after ~40 years of persistent work from the first 
experiment18. An experimental test of quantum non-locality in a 
quantum network is further complicated by the causal structure 
of the network. In addition to simultaneously closing the locality, 
detection and measurement independence loopholes as for a loop-
hole-free Bell test experiment, all quantum state creation events 
at separate quantum sources in the network must be independent 
with respect to each other. Although existing experimental studies 
of bilocality have demonstrated the general strategy to test quan-
tum non-locality in a network19–21, the critical ingredients—that  
is, closing the loopholes, which is known to be experimentally  
challenging—remain to be completed. Here we report an experi-
mental study of bilocality with locality, measurement independence 
and quantum source independence loopholes closed simultane-
ously in a single quantum network experiment.

We constructed the network in the Shanghai campus of the 
University of Science and Technology of China, where sources  
S1 and S2 distribute polarization-entangled photon pairs gener-
ated via a spontaneous parametric downconversion (SPDC) pro-
cess to three nodes (see Fig. 2a and Methods for details). Bob  
sandwiches polarization beamsplitters (PBSs) between 50:50  

beamsplitters (BSs) to realize the BSM (Fig. 2c), with which we 
can read the path, polarization and photon number information 
about the incoming two photons. The two photons in Bell state  
|Ψ−〉 = ∣ ∣ −∣ ∣H V V H( )1

2
 exit from different ports of the first  

BS, the two photons in Bell state |Ψ+〉 = ∣ ∣ + ∣ ∣H V V H( )1
2   

exit from different ports of the PBS, and the two photons in Bell 
state |Φ+〉 or |Φ−〉 bunch together and are resolved with 50%  
of success by the photon-number-resolving detection process 
(implemented by the last BS and two single-photon detectors,  
SPDs). That is, only Bell states |Ψ−〉, |Ψ+〉 and a group of Bell  
states {|Φ+〉, |Φ−〉} can be discriminated in the BSM with linear 
optics22. For such a BSM with one fixed input and three outputs, 
we examined the bilocal relation B13 (see Methods). To maximize  
the value of B13, we use bases Ĉ σ σ= = + ∕Â ( 2 ) 3z x0 0  and  

Ĉ σ σ= = − ∕Â ( 2 ) 3z x1 1 , respectively, in Alice and Charlie’s single- 
photon polarization measurements, where σx and σz are two Pauli matri-
ces. Assume that the photons emitted by each source are described by 
the Werner state, ρ Φ Φ= ∣ 〉〈 ∣ ++ + −v Ii

w
i

v1
4

i , where vi = 1,2 is the visibil-
ity for the state created, respectively, by S1 and S2, and I is the identity 
operator, quantum theory predicts B > 113  for swapped entanglement 
visibility v > 2/3 (v = v1v2). We note that > ∕v 1 2  is required to violate 
the Clauser–Horne–Shimony–Holt (CHSH) inequality23.
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Fig. 2 | Schematics for testing the bilocality in a network. a, Bird’s-eye view of the network with nodes for Alice, Bob and Charlie and two sources S1 
and S2. The length of the connecting fibre links (white lines) for Alice–S1, S1–Bob, Bob–S2 and S2–Charlie are 110.98 m, 124.52 m, 108.13 m and 124.55 m, 
respectively. b, In each source, the laser pulses from a 1,558 nm distributed feedback (DFB) laser are frequency-doubled in a periodically poled MgO doped 
lithium niobate (PPMgLN) crystal after passing through an erbium-doped fibre amplifier (EDFA). The produced 779 nm laser pulses create entangled 
photon pairs in the second PPMgLN crystal, which are collected into an optical fibre. In S2, a 12.5 GHz microwave clock (pulse pattern generator, PPG) is 
used as the master clock, which sends synchronization signals (CLK) to all nodes in the network (red dashed lines). For details about the experimental 
realization see Supplementary Information. c, Bob performs the BSM with the combination of 50:50 BSs, PBSs and eight superconducting nanowire SPDs 
(SNSPDs). The photon detection results are analysed in real time and recorded by a field-programmable gate array (FPGA), which is synchronized by the 
CLK signals. d, Synchronized to the master clock, a quantum random number generator (QRNG) outputs a random bit to notify Alice (Charlie) to perform 
the single-photon polarization modulation (measurement setting choice) with a loop interferometer, which consists of a polarization beam displacer 
(PBD), a Faraday rotator (FR) and a phase modulator (PM) (see Methods). The SPD results are recorded by a time-to-digital converter (TDC), which is 
synchronized by the CLK signals. DWDM, dense wavelength-division multiplexer; OPM, off-axis parabolic mirrors; FBG, fibre Bragg grating.
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Creating a quantum state independently in each source is a pre-
requisite to construct a quantum network. Previous works have 
demonstrated possible ways to realize independent sources9,12,24. 
Our solution to this problem is largely inspired by the realization of 
a quantum random number generator (QRNG) based on vacuum 
noise25. The generated random bits are assumed to be created locally 
and independently and are private and uniform for the use of input 
settings in loophole-free Bell test experiments9–11. We use these 
QRNGs to assign input settings in the single photon state measure-
ments in this experiment. We use the same mechanism to switch 
an electrically driven laser diode from much below the threshold 
to well above the threshold in each duty cycle such that the phase 
of each generated laser pulse is randomized in each source25. The 
two SPDC processes in the two sources are therefore disconnected. 

In this way, we close the independent source loophole. Microwave 
clocks are used as a time reference to synchronize all events in the 
experiment (see Supplementary Information). With the time refer-
ence, each source generates laser pulses for the creation of entangled 
photon pairs via SPDC process; this is also the earliest time for the 
birth of a local hidden variable in that duty cycle.

We assign a duty cycle as an experimental trial. To satisfy the 
requirements of measurement independence and the locality con-
straint, we require space-like separation between relevant events in 
each experimental trial, as shown in Fig. 3: (1) space-like separation  
between the two state-emission events in sources S1 and S2; (2) space- 
like separation between the events of Alice (Charlie) completing 
the quantum random number generation for measurement setting 
choice and the state emission events in sources S1 and S2; (3) space-like  
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Fig. 3 | Space–time configuration of relevant events in each experimental trial. a, Relative spatial configuration of the two-source and three-node 
network. b–e, Space–time diagrams of the relationship between important events in the nodes, as indicated in the insets. Origins of the axes are displaced 
to reflect the relative space and time difference between them. b, Space-like separation between state emission events in the two sources, S1 and S2.  
c, Space-like separation between the quantum random number generation event of Alice (QRNGA) and the measurement event by Bob (MB) is shown 
on the left-hand side of the vertical axis, with the state emission event in the nearest source on the right-hand side of the vertical axis. d, Similar to c, 
QRNGC denotes the quantum random number generation event of Charlie. e, Space-like separation between the two quantum random generation events 
and space-like separations between a quantum random number generation event and the measurement event between node Alice and node Charlie. Blue 
vertical bars indicate the time elapsing for events, with start and end marked by circles and horizontal dashes, respectively. All the time–space relations 
are drawn to scale. Therefore, further time–space relations can be inferred; for example, the space-like separation of QRNGA–S2 and QRNGC–S1 is implied 
by c,d. For details see Supplementary Information.
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separation between the events of Alice (Charlie) completing the 
quantum random number generation for measurement setting 
choice and the events of completing single photon detection by 
Bob and Charlie (Alice); (4) space-like separation between the two 
events of random bit generation for measurement setting choices for 
Alice and Charlie (see Supplementary Information for details). To 
realize the fast measurement setting choice, we implement a high-
speed high-fidelity single-photon polarization modulation with a 
loop interferometer as shown in Fig. 2d (see Methods for details). 
We achieve single photon polarization state modulation at a rate of 
250 MHz and with a fidelity of 99.0 ± 0.2% with random inputs.

As a reliability check before performing the experimental test 
of bilocal hidden variable models, we measured the two-photon 
interference visibility to be greater than 97% for states prepared by 
both sources, and we obtained a fitted visibility of 96.5 ± 1.6% in 
the Hong–Ou–Mandel measurement with photons from the two 
independent sources26. We attribute the imperfect visibility mainly 
to the multi-photon pair events in the SPDC process. The fourfold 
coincidence count rate is about 1 per second in the experiment.

We measure B = . ± .1 181 0 00413  in the experiment, which 
exceeds the bound B ≤( 1)13  of bilocal hidden variable models by 
45 standard deviations. We also measure a CHSH game value of 
S= . ± .2 652 0 059 in the Bell inequality test after entanglement  
swapping (see Methods), which exceeds the bound S≤( 2) of local 
hidden variable models by 11 standard deviations. We study the 
response of both parameters to the influence of noise by delaying 
a single photon pulse with respect to the other in the BSM from 
0 (corresponding to noise parameter p = 1) to a significant level 

<( )p 1
2  (see Supplementary Information for details). The noise  

factor p actually characterizes the interference visibility. As shown 
in Fig. 4, the values of both B13 and S decrease with p. We also 
take the noise in the creation of the two-photon state into consid-
eration and estimate the upper and lower bounds (shaded areas, 
Fig. 4). We notice that B13 remains above 1, even at a significant 
noise level, where S< 2. The experimental results are consistent 
with the theoretical results; for example, for the maximum viola-
tions in our experiment, the measured values B = . ± .1 181 0 00413  
and S= . ± .2 652 0 059 are within the expected ranges indicated  
by the shaded areas—(1.174,1.203) and (2.585,2.684), respectively. 
Compared to their ideal maximum violation values ∕3 2  and 2 2 , 
the relative deviation of the expected range of B13 is smaller than 

that of S. This also confirms the theoretical prediction that the 
rejection of bilocal hidden variable models is more noise tolerant 
(see Supplementary Information for details).

We highlight several important achievements in this experiment. 
By periodically bringing the laser from spontaneous emission to 
stimulated emission to output laser pulses with randomized phases 
for the SPDC process in each source, we close the independent source 
loophole. We use the same mechanism to generate random bits for 
measurement setting choices. By separating the random bit genera-
tion events space-like from the events of creating entanglement in 
the sources, we close the measurement independence loophole10,11. 
We close the locality loophole similarly. The detection loophole may 
be closed in the future with improved SPD efficiency. One could also 
follow the strategy adopted in a recent loophole-free Bell test experi-
ment, which is to adopt cosmic randomness to exclude the concern 
of a common past to a certain extent27,28. One should keep in mind 
that it is impossible to rule out all conceivable local-realist theories2, 
as the local hidden variables could have been correlated at the birth 
of the universe. However, it is a reasonably good assumption that 
local hidden variables are created together with the creation of quan-
tum entanglement as in the loophole-free Bell test experiments9–12. 
We remark that the demonstrated experimental techniques may be 
used to explore quantum networks with more advanced topological 
structures, for which one may expect a rich class of physics14,16,29–31 
as well as novel applications, for example, device-independent  
quantum information processing in quantum networks5.

online content
Any methods, additional references, Nature Research reporting 
summaries, source data, statements of code and data availability and 
associated accession codes are available at https://doi.org/10.1038/
s41566-019-0502-7.
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Methods
Polarization-entangled photon-pair source. In each of the two sources S1 and 
S2, as shown in Fig. 2a, the DFB laser emits a 2 ns laser pulse (central wavelength 
1,558 nm) at a repetition rate of 250 MHz. A 40 GHz intensity modulator (IM) is 
used to carve the 2 ns laser pulses into 90 ps laser pulses. Both the DFB laser and 
the IM are driven by a PPG. The laser pulses are amplified by an EDFA and fed 
into a PPMgLN crystal for second harmonic generation (SHG). The SHG pulses 
are coupled into a 780 nm single-mode fibre. The residual pump laser pulses are 
highly attenuated and then output to free space through a fibre coupler. After 
being filtered by an 855 nm bandpass filter, the 779 nm laser pulses are used to 
pump a 2.5-cm-long PPMgLN crystal placed inside a polarization Sagnac loop. 
The focal length of the OPM is 101.6 mm and the beam diameter at the beam 
waist is 108 μm. Photon pairs are generated via the type-0 SPDC in the PPMgLN 
crystal. Two dichroic mirrors are used to separate the photon pairs from the pump 
pulses. After passing through a silicon plate, the photons are collected into the 
fibre. The photon pairs with wavelengths at 1,560 nm and 1,556 nm are selected 
using a set of DWDM filters. To suppress the distinguishability between photons 
from separate sources in the network, we pass photons through inline 3.3 GHz 
FBGs to suppress the spectral distinguishability. The 133 ps coherence time of 
single photons is much longer than the pump pulse duration, which, together 
with the high bandwidth synchronization (with an uncertainty of 4 ps), suppress 
the temporal distinguishability; the good fibre optical mode eliminates the spatial 
distinguishability.

Polarization modulation. A high-speed high-fidelity single-photon polarization 
modulation device is a critical element in the realization of the quantum 
network. We present such an implementation based on the design of a loop 
interferometer. As shown in Fig. 2d, a single photon incident onto the loop has 
its two orthogonal polarization components exit at different ports of the PBD. 
With polarization rotated by 45° by the FR and aligned with the slow axis of a 
polarization-maintaining fibre, both polarization components are coupled into 
this fibre to propagate in opposite directions in the loop. A phase modulator 
(PM) is displaced from the middle position by 26 cm to create a relative delay  
of ~1.3 ns between the arrival times of the two counter-propagating components 
at the PM such that the PM can manipulate the phase to only one of them.  
The two components interfere at the PBD and exit as a single photon pulse with  
a modulated polarization state.

Bilocal correlation function B13 and Bell correlation function S. In our 
experiment, we examine B13 in the case where Bob performs the one-fixed-input 
and three-output BSM32. Quantities I and J in equation (2) are defined as
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where the BSM outputs are denoted as b = b0b1 = 00, 01 and {10 or 11} for |Ψ−〉, |Ψ+〉 
and {|Φ−〉 or |Φ+〉}, respectively, and the tripartite correlation terms are defined as
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where the probability distribution P13 is the correlation shared by Alice, Bob and 
Charlie.

In the Bell test, we only use the results with BSM outcome |ψ−〉. The  
measurement bases of Alice and Charlie are σ=Â z0  or σ=Â x1  and 
Ĉ σ σ= + ∕( ) 2z x0  or Ĉ σ σ= − ∕( ) 2z x1 , respectively. The CHSH value23 is  
calculated as

S = ∣< > + < > + < > − < > ∣= = = =A C A C A C A C (5)b b b b0 0 00 0 1 00 1 0 00 1 1 00

where the correlation terms are defined as 
= ∑ − ∣ =

=

+A C P a c x z b( 1) ( , , , 00)x z a c
a c

b 00 , 13 .
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The data that support the plots within this paper and other findings of this study 
are available from the corresponding author upon reasonable request.
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